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Rule-Comments

From: Darrell Starr-Jude < >
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 4:43 PM
To: Rule-Comments
Cc:
Subject: SEC comments on suspect practice SR265-29  I believe this to be. (sn# 55)
Attachments: SEC I went to the car lot to buy myself a car.docx; SEC What Four Decimal Points Mean 

To an Investor.docx; SEC I have a dreamby dejude421b.docx

To Whom it May Concern, 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to express concerns it our market trades. These are some of my discovered present 
trading areas of interest.  I have filed several SEC complaint forms. I truly feel and have felt Market Volatility was trade 
ordered movement not HFT. I hope these two submissions are of use to the How and Why. 
 
Sincerely Yours, 
 
Darrell Starr‐Jude 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 

 

One day a time shall exist when a person can invest into a stock. Go to bed, go to work and go in peace 
through a day without fear. Money invested to the advancement of society through stocks shall be and 
will be the desired place to increase wealth without fears. An individual customer has a need which 
becomes satisfied by a product. The individual consumer will select their items of choice. The human by 
wisdom using the tools of quality, cost and satisfaction will select their product. There will be no a hedge 
funds or highly financed individuals who believe and say, “They are the gods; they do society a favor by 
choosing which company shall be successful.” Illegal will be downward price drives from which self- 
appointed individual profit and corporations’ struggle. Stock price drops will be a result and byproduct 
of merchandise failure or the product becoming obsolete due to advancements. This wise knowledge 
will flow in the minds of the mortal race.  It is by Blood, Sweat and Tears the riches and rewards of a 
healthy growing society exist. The intelligent human being understands only God can create from an 
empty void. A human requires financial funding with the co-operation of many talented individuals 
imploring vast amounts of time. Major monuments on this earth take mankind years to build, but self-
serving unwise individuals’ seconds to destroy. This destruction usually the result of age old human 
vices:  lust and greed.  

Please, stop wealth growth through the unfair practice of stock shorting. We the People buy stocks to 
support companies and believe rewards come from successful adventures.  Please, return short /puts to 
their proper place created to protect a stock investor from total losses. Not a tool used for creating stock 
or corporation failure, but an insurance for a stock investor with loss. No insurance policy would allow 
an owner to burn their house down and profit: an illegal action worthy of prosecution. We require the 
protection, goals and functions of the SEC to oversee, then positively aid in the capitol growth of 
invested stock corporations and their public stock investors.  



 

 

Market Trading Example Using:  Buying and Selling a Car 
By dejude42  1/31/2016 
 

I went to the car lot to buy myself a car. I saw this vehicle. I wanted this car. I thought to myself with a 
BID 15 it’s mine. 

 The sales person approached and said, “Mister this car is a beauty the ASK 25”. Then trying to seal the 
deal, he shaped a smile with a whisper, “You will not find another car like this in this state.” Those words 
produced a quite between us. Then I kicked a tire and thought to myself what an ASK. 

“I really feel”, and after some time said, “You know this model just turned older and you’re priced too 
high”.  I began thinking to myself and feeling quite justified.  I looked at the trader, and began to do my 
walk away stride. 

I hear in my ear, “I forgot about that fact and what you say is true. Please, turn back around, because in 
this day - at this very hour:  an ASK 20 for you. That is what I’ll do”.    

I smiled, grinned and shook my head. Again, I thought to myself - what an ASK.  Then came my mumbled 
with well place stalls, “I‘ve noticed a dent --- a couple of deep scratches --- and why is the mileage so 
high. ----- I’ll give you a 12 BID and believe me, I am too generous.” 

I thought I was about to see a car dealer cry when he sighed and spoke, “ASK 18 - the best I can do. 
Please, go look around. The car maybe here when you come back: show me cash and it is yours in a flash 
ASK 18.” 

It wasn’t BID 15, but ASK 18 that got my car. The owners ASK relinquishes while the buyer BID is just 
wishes. 

Real life does not allow Widen Spreads. How would you create it legally? Can a thug say, “You’re going 
to sell me that car or else.” Immanent Domains do not apply to stocks.  Buyers (BID) cannot legally force 
the sellers (ASK) lower price. A forced lower sale price creates volatility in any environment, as would 
any forced higher sell price creates loss gains. It is a simple plan: Every month you will pay me insurance, 
or else…   

 Individual Stocks must produce worth. This worth is perceived future value, actual dividends and the 
ability to readily liquidate.  Not an easy chore, stock values are sensitive and backdoor lowering very 
destructive.                       

 
 
 



 
 
Just the Facts: A Trading Analysis Using the Buying and Selling of Car 
By dejude42  1/31/2016 
 
 
 
These facts exist:  
 
1.) The Current Stock market is a Spread based on two values- BID (buyers PPS (Price per Share)) and 

ASK (sellers price). 
A. BID (current or lower page levels) is only a proposal.  BID is a reference numerical value a 

place holder, a BID by being a suggestion can neither add nor subtract value.  
B. ASK (current and upper page levels) is actual and future monetary Price per Share worth. 

 
2.) The Market at the present time allows the current Spread to form one of two traits. 

A.  A tight Bid and ASK Spread page (the Current BID and ASK PPS) window that will not allow  
any new buy and sell orders to be place between the Current BID and ASK Price per Share 
(PPS). 

B. A Widen Spread allows a window for a trader to place an order into the page or pages of 
the Current BID and ASK spread.  Order insertions obtain the following results: 
2B1.)   ANY inserted BID orders in a Widen Spread window tighten the page window of the 
            Current Widen Spread. The two precise noticeable BID consequences derived by a   
            direct BID trade order insertion: 
    2B1a.) The BID and ASK Widen Spread integer pages in the window decrease. 
   2B1b.)  A BID PPS order placed directly below the Current Widen Spread ASK 
   PPS returns the Current existing Widen Spread to a tight Spread. 
2B2.)  Any inserted ASK order into a Current Widen Spread immediately Lowers the Current 
            ASK PPS.  *** This is the backdoor to PPS manipulative lowering.*** 
 

3.) The Market at the present time allows (with the usage of BID and ASK perimeters) trading 
engineered methods to lower any stock ASK PPS at an individual’s chosen time. This statement is 
proven by Widen Spread (2B). 
 

IN CONCLUSION: 
 
 BID and ASK must be isolated and preserved as two separate components. Their physical appearance 
may appear to be alike, but when their current amenities purposely destroy gains by devious selected 
trade action: Individuals must heed the call to stop this manipulation. 
 
 

 
  



 

 



 

What Four Decimal Points Mean To an Investor 

 
 
OPTICAL ILLUSION OR EGYPTION CREATION  
 
WHAT A FOUR DECIMAL NUMBER BECOMES 
 
 
 
1 OR 1.0000 EQUALS 4 DIGITAL POINTS 1/10000 
 
 
 
.       .         .         .        .        .     .           .[-----] 
 
     .       .       .        .     .     .        .    .           1 
 
.      .     .     .     .     .      .              .   .[-----------------] 
 
     .    .     .     .        .    .       .    .          .    [ 1.0 ] 
 
.    .     .     .     .     .     .     ..[--------------------------------------] 
 
   .    .     .     .     .     .   .      .    .       .     ..[ 1.00 ]  
 
.     .     .    .    .    ..[-------------------------------------------------------------------- ] 
 
     .     .     .     .     .    .   .     .     .     . .  .[ 1.000 ] 
 
.    .    .    .  .[------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------] 
 
.    .     .    .     .     .      .   .     .             ..[ 1.0000 ] 
 
[----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------] 
 
 
 
Hopefully the above is a pyramid: if not draw a pyramid with five levels and label each  top to bottom 1 , 
1.0 , 1.00, 1.000 and 1.0000. 



  
Use the theory of Einstein” Invert”. This inverted pyramid has one share per page. That equals 10000 
pages and means 10000 share are to be relinquished or in the case of longs need to be bought to raise 
one penny. The mind can go boggle: real or naked shares. Imagine multiple levels with thousands of 
share: Last year 40000 companies bought out--- small companies are driven into pink slip. 
 
 
 
Investors with the ability to raise the price at .0001 cent at a time become defeated and overwhelmed at 
the inability to drive price upward. Widen Spreads creates many more blocks and volatility. This is 
terrific tool to destroy a lowered price stock. 
 
 
 
The small penny gives an investor some worth per share, but the usage of this 1 / 10000 is devastating 
for a stock rally. An absolute tool used to destroy a weaken corporation and investors possible return to 
wealth. 
 
 
 
This unseen tool used creates wealth to those who gain by stock failure: since no loss can be reported 
until stock sold. It is a devious way to lose; everyone buying believes they have a chance. Two days ago 
our rally showed:. A rise in PPS is very possible.  
 
 
 
Widen Spreads are the reason a stock can trade millions and the majority of shares being buys and lose 
value. 
 
100 TIMES THE AMOUNT OF SHARES MUST BE BOUGHT TO INCREASE ONE PENNY.  
 
10 TIME 10 = 100 100 TIME 100 EQUALS 10000 OR 1/10000 OF A PENNY. 
 
Current investors buy with no gain are being driven out, future investor are deceived.  
 
 
 
Mannkind stock price is currently controlled by this type of trading.  
 
This article was immediately removed from MNKD message board. 
 
.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Read more: http://mnkd.proboards.com/thread/5071/10000-1-pyramid-scheme-come#ixzz3yrMluzPH 




